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Abstract 

Natural Computing is an efficient computing field that intends to develop search, optimization and machine learning 

biologically or naturally inspired search and optimization algorithms have been proposed in the literature. This paper 
proposes a novel solution search algorithm cal . The natural inspiration behind the proposed algorithm is 

interpretation of such social behavior to 
algorithmic perspective helps in searching out highly optimal solutions from a huge solution space. The algorithm solves 
both single variable and multi-variable cost function problems through the generation of binary structured and integer 
structured lion, respectively. The algorithm is implemented and tested using De-  and the results are 
compared against the evolutionary programming. The test results show the algorithm performance under varying sizes of 
solution spaces. 
 
© 2012 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Nature-inspired computing or Natural Computing is a field of research (Rozenberg et al., 2011) intends to 
solve complex problems (Liu and Tusi, 2006) with uncertainty, partially true, imprecise and high conflicts, 
only based on natural inspiration (Zhang,  2009). Bio-inspired computing, a subset of nature-inspired 
computing (Shadbolt, 2004) starts emerging for solving real 
life problems (De Souza and Costa, 2009).  
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Nomenclature 

ix  thi   solution variable 

min
ix

 
minimum limit of solution space of thi   solution variable 

max
ix  

maximum limits of solution space of thi  solution variable 

maleX  
male territorial lion 

femaleX  
female territorial lion 

L  length of the solution vector 

cubX  cubs of maleX  and femaleX  

cubsmX _
 

male group of cubs 

cubsfX _
 

male group of cubs 

nomadX  
male group of cubs 

 
The bio-inspired optimization algorithms have been effectively developed based on natural inspiration since 

1970 (Rechenberg, 1973) (Holland, 1975) and find applications in almost all the emerging fields (Bongard, 
2009) (Forbes, 2000). The bio-inspired optimization algorithms can be broadly categorized into two namely, 
Evolutionary algorithms (David, 1989) (Storn, 1996) and swarm intelligence. In this paper, a new search 

rithm, is proposed e social 
behavior is being as one of the factors of exposing it as the strongest mammal in the world. Based on the 

 

 

Lions have an interesting social behavior to keep the animal stronger in every generation, unlike other cat 

give birth to offspring, sharing an area called as territory with peaceful interactions.  A cub needs 2-4 years to 
attain sexual maturity and so the territorial lion needs to defend for the territory for the same number of years. 
In between these 2-4 years, nomadic lions may try to invade the pride, which we call it as territorial defense. In 
the territorial defense, a war is held between the territorial lions and nomadic lions. Coalition is built among the 
lions that belong to the pride to defeat the nomadic lion. If the nomadic lion defeats the territorial lion, the 
territorial lion may be either killed or driven out of the pride by the nomadic lion. The nomadic lion becomes 
the territorial lion by killing the cubs of lost lion. The new territorial lion can immediately force the female lion 
to estrus and copulate for its offspring. Once the cubs of a pride reach sexual maturity and if they seem to be 
stronger than the territorial lion to take over the pride, the territorial lion may be either killed or driven out of 
the pride. The new stronger pride lion kills the cubs of the territorial laggard lion and prepare for copulation to 
give birth to their own cubs (Bauer et al, 2003).  

 

 
defense and territorial takeover. The territorial defense is carried out between the resident males and nomadic 
males whereas the territorial takeover is carried out between the old territorial male and new territorial male.  
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Definition 1: Lion is a solution to be determined whereas the Cubs are solutions that are derived from existing 
solutions.  
 
Definition 2: Territorial Defense is a process of evaluating the existing solution (territorial lion) and newly 
generated solution (nomadic lion), replacing existing solution by new solution if new solution is better than 
existing solution and vanishes the derived solutions of old solution. 
 
Definition 3: Territorial Takeover is a process of keeping only derived best male and female solutions, which 
are competent over new solution for certain extent, and vanishing existing solutions in the pride. 

 
In most of the biologically inspired optimization algorithms, an equivalent process for territorial takeover, 

mostly called as selection operation, is performed to keep better solution and to vanish undesired solution, but 
the process of territorial defense is new to this field. The lack of such equivalent process for territorial defense 

mization algorithms, in fact 
in reality, these behaviors made lion as the strongest animal in the world in a terse evolution.  

3.1. Basic Structure  

. 1.  
 

Step 1: Pride Generation 
Step 1.1: Generate territorial male and female subject to solution constraints 

Step 2: Mating 
 Step 2.1: Crossover 
 Step 2.2: Mutation 

Step 2.3: Gender grouping 
Step 2.4: Kill sick/ weak cubs 
Step 2.5: Update Pride  

Step 3: Territorial Defense 
Step 3.1: Keep th  
Step 3.2: Do  

Step 3.2.1: Generate and Trespass  
Nomadic lion 

Until stronger Nomadic lion trespasses 
Until Cubs get matured 

Step 4: Territorial Takeover 
Step 4.1: Selection of best lion and lionesses 

              Step 4.2: Go to Step 2 until termination criteria is met 

Fig. 1.  

 be generally grouped into four major components based on the 
nature of its functions. They are, (i) Pride Generation, which is responsible for generating solutions, (ii) Mating 
that refers to deriving new solutions and (iii) Territorial Defense and (iv) Territorial Takeover intend to find 
and replace worst solution by new best solution. The repeated process enables heuristic search to converge the 
solution nearer to the target/ desired solution.  
 
Definition 4: Pride is a dynamically varying solution pool with varying size, initiated with two arbitrary 
solutions, one represents male and the other represents female, in which updates of derived solutions and 
vanishing of undesired solutions happen. 
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Definition 5: Mating is a process of deriving new best solutions from the existing solutions that includes 
crossover and mutation for deriving new solutions, gender grouping to find diversification among the solutions 
and killing sick/ weak cubs ensures the derived solutions to be best.  

 

optimization problem can be solved using -variable can be done by 
 

 

given in Fig 1. It mainly focus on finding out the optimal solutions, which solves the objective i.e. minimize or 
maximize the objective function. Let us consider an objective function  

  

1);,,(minarg 21
),( maxmin

nxxxf n
xxx iii                 

 (1) 

The given function in Eq. (1) is a n -variable minimization function in which every solution variable, 

ix : ni ,,2,1 , may be subjected to certain equality and inequality constraints. When 1n , the lion has to be 

binary structured, whereas integer structured lion is preferred when 1n .  As per Fig 1, the search procedure is 
initiated by generating a pride. The initial pride has a maleX  and femaleX  , who have the structure as 

][ 21
male
L

malemalemale xxxX and ][ 21
female
L

femalefemalefemale xxxX where, L defines length of the 

solution vector to be determined as  

otherwisem
nn

L
;

1;

      
(2) 

In Eq. (2), male
l

x  and female
l

x , where Ll ,,2,1 are arbitrary integers to be generated within the intervals 

),( maxmin
ll xx when 1n , whereas at 1n , male

l
x  and female

l
x may be either 0 or 1 such 

that ),()( maxmin xxxg l . The )( lxg represents both )( male
l

xg and )( female
l

xg is defined as 
 L

l
l

lL
l xxdxg

2
1 2)()(

     
(3) 

where,  

otherwise
xif

xd l ;1
0;1

)( 1      (4) 

The generated maleX  and femaleX undergo mating by performing crossover and mutation process. A mating 
process results in the production of new four cubs cubX  firstly by crossover and then by mutation, here called 
as mating operators. They are similar to that of genetic operators (of GA); howev
probabilities based crossover is introduced i.e. crossover is performed with two different probabilities. The 
schematic view of dual probabilities based crossover is illustrated in Fig 2.  
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Fig. 2. Illustration of Sin  

Here, single point crossover operation and random mutation is enabled to generate cubX from crossover and 
newX  from mutation.  Once the crossover and mutation are performed, the cub pool is filled up with 4 direct 

cubs and 4 mutated cubs. Thus generated cub pool is subjected to gender grouping.  
 
Definition 6: Gender grouping is a clustering process to cluster the given solution pool into two groups, one 
group is comprised of male cubs and the other is comprised of female cubs. 

 
To perform gender grouping, K-means clustering (MacQueen, 1967) (Steinhaus, 1957) (Lloyd, 1957) is 

applied over the cub pool to generate such cubsmX _ and cubsfX _ . In order to update the pride, it is necessary 
to kill sick/ weak cubs and to maintain cub pool stability among male and female cubs. The cub pool stability is 

 and then killing either 
needed number of laggard male cubs or laggard female cubs so that cub pool should have equal number of 
male and female cubs. It is to be noted that, testing the health is nothing but to determine the objective function 
value of every cub. Such stabilized cub pool is added along with the existing territorial lions and so the pride 

territorial lion against nomadic lion in territ
codes for territorial defense and territorial takeover operations are given in Fig 3 and 4.  

 
Initialize  
Do  

Generate  nomalX  // similar to the generation of  maleX  
if  )X(f)X(f malenomad  

             if )X(f)X(f pridenomad  

 Kill cubs_fcubs_m XandX  
 nomadmale XX  
   Go to  
    Mating  
               End if 
else 
 Increment age (cubs) by 1 
End if 

Until age (cubs) > Agemat 

Fig. 3.  

In the pseudo code for territorial defense, nomadX  can be generated by following the similar procedure for 
generating maleX , )(f is the objective function value for instance, )( maleXf and )( nomadXf are the 
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objective function values i.e. strength of maleX  and nomadX , respectively, whereas )( prideXf is the strength 
of the entire pride that can be calculated as  

||||

1
_

__

_

_

| || |

)()(
1)(

)()(
)| || |1(2

1)(

cubsmX

C
cubsm

cubsf
c

cubsm
cmatfemalemale

cubsm
pride

X
XfXf

cubage
AgeXfXf

X
Xf

     

 (5)  

where, )( _ cubsm
cXf and )( _ cubsf

cXf is the strength of male and female cubs respectively, |||| _ cubsmX  
represents the number of male cubs in the pride and matAge  is the maturity age for mating.  

The strength comparison between nomadX  and maleX  , and then between nomadX  and prideX  explicitly 
illustrates the coalition behavior of lions. This coalition (packer and pusey, 1982) (Grinnell et al., 1995)  is 
mandatorily enabled in  nomadic lion to handle a 
pride. The coalition behavior of the algorithm aids to introduce strong solution into the pride.  
 
Definition 7: Coalition is a property of the algorithm that allows a new solution in to the process in such a way 
that the new solution should be better than the competency of existing solution and joint competency of the 
pride.   
 

or equal to maturity age Agemat. Once the cubs reached the level, they can be considered as lions and they start 
 

 
Initialize 0gen

 
Select male

bestX and male
best

female
best

female
best XXX :

 
if femalefemale

best XX
 

Increment countB  by 1 

otherwise 
0countB  

End if 

                
male
best

male XX
 

female
best

female XX
 

 if strengthcount BB
 Do                 

Generate malefemale
new

female
new XXX :  

Until )()( femalefemale
new XfXf

 
female

new
female XX

 
End if 

1gengen  
Go to 

Mating 
Until  maxgengen  

Fig. 4.  
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In the first step of territorial takeover, construct male
prideX  and female

prideX  by appending the maleX  and 

cubsmX _ in male
prideX  and femaleX  and cubsfX _ in female

prideX . male
bestX  and female

bestX  is selected in such a way that 

they should follow the criteria 
male
best

male
pride

male
pride

male
best XpXpXfXf )(;))(()(

     (6.a)
 

female
best

female
pride

female
pride

female
best XpXpXfXf )(;))(()(

     (6.b)
 

Once the male
bestX  and female

bestX are selected, the mating strength of female
bestX is validated to decide whether to 

keep the female
bestX in pride or not. In the pseudo code, the countB  is the number of breeding by female

bestX  and 

strengthB  countB  has to be initialized 
at the time of initial pride generation and it has to be incremented, when the corresponding lioness undergoes 
mating with lion. If the old female territory lion is found to be laggard than the new female or cub, then the 
laggard is replaced by the new ones and again the countB  has to be started from zero to make the new ones 

into mating. On the other hand, if new lioness is found as laggard, countB  is updated and old female is put into 
mating until the strengthB  reaches maximum. This entire process is iteratively repeated by maxgen  number of 
generations are obtained. Once the process reaches maxgen  , a best lion from the pride is selected as the 
optimal solution.  

4. Experimental Results 

performance using a simplest benchmark function called as De- (Molga and Smutnicki, 
2005), which is given below. The algorithmic parameters used in experimental validation are tabulated in Table 
1. 

n

i
ixxf

1

2)(

     

(7) 

Table 1
Algorithm 

Sl. No Algorithmic Parameters Algorithm Algorithm 
1 n 5 1 
2 Agemat

 
3 3 

3 Bstrength
 

5 5 
4 genmax

 
100 50 

5 Crossover probabilities [0.2 0.6] [0.2 0.6] 
6 Mutation probability 0.5 0.5 

 
In order to validate the performance of the algorithm, the size of solution space is highly varied and the 

convergence graphs are plotted and compared against a general evolutionary programming. Fig 5 and 6 
illustrates the convergence performance of binary structured and integer str
respectively under various sizes of solution space over evolutionary programming.  
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                                                                    (i)                                                                               (ii) 

 

 
                                                                  (iii)                                                                              (iv) 

Fig. 5. Convergence of  vs. Evolutionary programming under various solution spaces, (xmin, xmax) are 
(i)(-10x105, 10x105), (ii) (-10x1010, 10x1010), (iii) (-10x1050, 10x1050) and (iv) (-10x10100, 10x10100) 

 
  (i)                                                                                   (ii) 
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                                                                (iii)                                                                                    (iv) 

Fig. 6. vs. Evolutionary Programming under various solution spaces, (xmin, xmax) 
are (i)(-10x105, 10x105), (ii) (-10x1010, 10x1010), (iii) (-10x1050, 10x1050) and (iv) (-10x10100, 10x10100) 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

osed and experimentally 
compared with general evolutionary programming. The experiments were conducted under various solution 
space sizes at pre-defined algorithmic parameters. Under such an experimental environment, the algorithm was 
closely monitored for its performance, when executing at every solution space. From the analysis, it can be said 
that the algorithm maintained a stable and reliable performance over convergence of problem to the optimal 
solution, when compared to the evolutionary programming. In other words, the algorithm minimized the cost 
function i.e. found out the solution that minimizes the cost function in a consistent manner despite the size of 

trengthening their 
generation, the convergence is very less time consuming and reliable. As encouraging results are obtained, the 

-time search problems and its 
performance will be studied.  
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